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Abstract: Credit risk is one of the most important factors in producing risk in banks and financial institution. This
risk arises from the issue that facility receivers do not have willingness or ability of repaying their debt to the bank
which is called receivable outstanding that is synonym of credit risk. The aim of this study is to study the credit risk
of Portfoy granted facilities of Iran post bank in different parts of economy (industry and mining, business and
services, water and agriculture and building and housing) and compare them in these parts of post bank during
2008 till 2013 and it is calculated with the information that gains from different credit facilities in economic parts,
the price of granted facilities, repayment of facilities, interest rate of facilities, interest rate without risk (intere st
rate of bonds) and the remaining facilities (such as current balance, past due and balance due). The estimated
coefficient with using of genetic algorithm optimal showed that credit risk in different parts in order from high to
low, are such as: business part and services, industry and mining, water and agriculture and finally building.
Therefore, we can suggest that the management of the branches with considering the principles of customer
validation in offering facilities time, have more control in different part in order from business part and services,
industry and mining, water and agriculture and building.
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1. Introduction
*Each kind

of business unit that tries to take their
interest into maximum like banks will face to risks,
in macro level with risks (for example, the effect of
market stagnation) and in micro level also with risk
(for example, new competitive threats). The growing
process of banking industry has caused that
managing the assets and debts become a matter of
necessity for banks management. In this issue it can
be cited to classify the harmonious assets of banks
based on risk. Today, managing risk is considered as
serious issue in banks. Banks have formed particular
organization entitled “debt finance committee” in the
world in order to maintain interestability and
control various risk. Some banks are called this
committee as entitled “debt group committee” or
“managing asset and debt” (Farokhiani, 2007, 63).
In credit decision also like other techniques and
fundamental criteria which has been offered by
experts and professional associations, has been
accepted gradually. These conditions and criteria are
not certain and practical rules and like other
techniques are the production of human idea and
therefore, they are changeable, adjustable and
correctable.
Using of these conditions and bank criteria
involves the health and strength of the credit which
means the realization of the principle of the ensuring
the return of the allocated resources and its expected
*

interest within the specified period. In fact, the
tendency to the principle of returning resources, at
first, we should consider the attention and alert
based on necessary criteria within giving facilities.
Because the more important than what it is mention
about credit that giving facilities is easy but keeps
and receiving it is difficult, the fact is that leniency
and neglect in giving credit facilities causes problem
in receiving them. The accuracy and attention to
each of criteria in credit decision is not sufficient but
it is needed a general idea which can offer a reliable
and correct base for posing suggestion or adopt a
credit decision. Aside of giving credit facilities like
other techniques despite knowing criteria of related
rules, it is needed enough knowledge and skill and
without knowledge we cannot approach to this issue.
The aim of this research is calculating and
determining credit risk of each of economic parts
that post bank has performed in those parts to give
facilities and also determining the Portfoy risk of
granted facilities in this bank in different economic
parts and showing the parts those have higher credit
risk.
2. The principles of the theory and research
background
2.1. Facilities rationing in different economic
parts
Before performing expanded forth plan low in
Iran, money and credit organization at the beginning

Correspondin g Au thor.
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of each year with the aim of supporting different
economic parts determines the share of each
economic part from the whole increase of
outstanding granted facilities of governmental banks
to non-governmental part and it is approved by
commission ministers.

study of this topic. The main findings in this research
approved the hypothesis of increasing risk in
competitive market.
Bjorn Imbierowicz and Christian Rauch (2014) in
an article entitled “The relationship between
liquidity risk and credit risk in banks” with using of
data during 1998 to 2010 for the USA have been
dealt with the study of this topic. The findings of this
research show that both risks have simultaneous
connection to each other. However, banks consider
both risks by pre hypothesis. The interaction of these
two risks also depends on general level of bank risk.

Table 1: The approved share of different economic
parts from bank facilities and credit institution
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3. Model and variables
3.1. Rating model for calculating possibility of
default of bonds and rate of recovery
For modeling, we should recognize decision
variables, the objective function and the limitations
of the model. Therefore, for this research with
regard to contracts of long term facilities, the
possibility of default bonds will be estimated by
rating model. According to the Jonkhart model, the
amount of expected return of credit bonds with risk
should be equal to return of governmental bonds
without risk. At first, we assume that V, is the
priceof the loan ofbank i and the number of loans is
 . Expected Cash Flow of the loan based on
evaluation risk model can be offered as the equation
in below (Kuang, Chau, 2010: 9):

2.2. Credit risk
Credit risk is a risk that an asset or a debt does
not return (but if the person in contract is
bankrupted) or is the risk related to delay in loan
install payment. In each of these two states, the
recent value of asset will reduce. Therefore, the bank
payment ability will decrease. If the contract sets
between two counterparts, the counterparty risk is
the risk that the counterpart of contract breaches the
terms of the contract. Usually related conditions to
risk mentions in financial tools and in these
contracts credit risk is the probability of breaching
the issues of loan contract (Parsaeian and Shirani,
2003: page 262).
Credit risk is a risk that creates from the not
refund by contract counterpart, or in general is a risk
that happened from accidental credit. This risk
usually and historically happened about bonds, in a
way that lenders could not receive the loan that they
have paid to borrowers. That is why credit risk is
called sometimes default risk.
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In which:
P i,t: the probability of repayment of original and
the interest of the loan in time t
Bi,t: the original and maturing interest of
borrower at time t
r i,t: the interest rate without risk based on similar
time of loan
q i,t: the possibility of default of borrower from
time (t-1) until t
, : not paid remain of original and interest of
loan in time t
γ: the rate of receiving thebank assets that
borrower defaults it in time t
Aside of a model, the possibility of repayment
, has same understanding with the possibility of
default , , therefore, the possibility of default can
consider as a possibility of margin repayment
between time (t-1) till t (Kuang and Chau, 2010: 10).
q i,t= Pi,(t-1) - Pi,t

2.3. Research background
Lei and Song (2013) in an article entitled
“Liquidity Creation and Bank Capital Structure in
China” has been dealt with the study of the link
between creating liquidity and structure of bank
capital in China. Research findings show that there is
weak link between creating liquidity and bank
capital in foreign banks in China which is consistent
with the hypothesis of percent absorption of risk
that is approved in previous study.
Drehmann and Nikolaou (2013) in an article
entitled “Funding liquidity risk: definition and
measurement”, liquidity risk of financial resources
has been played the main role in all critical banking.
The main research findings show that liquidity risk
of financial resources is generally stable and low.
Ben R. Craig and Valeriya Dinger (2013) in an
article entitled “Competitive credit market, credit
funds and bank risk”, with using of data related to a
sample of 589 companies have been dealt with the

Now if we consider λi,t as the possibility of default
in time t for the loani, we havefor estimating the
linear subordinate of possibility of default order of
payment for each loan of i:
λ i,t=α+βt, ∀  , " = 1,2,… 
(2)
& '() * in recent equation are parameters that
should estimate during calculation in order to
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>
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V<,= − V<,=  0 ≤ λ, .&, *2 ≤ 1 ; 0 ≤
L ≤ 1 ∀
(7)


estimate the subordinate default. If the estimation
of * is equal to zero, model is equal to Fons model.
Aside the link between λi,t and P i,tin equation (1) is
as below:
Pi,t=(1-λi,t)'=(1-α-βt)'∀ , " = 1,2,… 
(3)

Also in addition of this method, it has used the
genetic algorithm model.

Marginal probability of repayment of current
installment can count with ratio of dividing
repayment probability of installment t on
installment t-1:
. /0/1 2
+
P, = + , = ./0/1. / 22,- ∀  , " = 1,2, …  (4)

3.2. Describe the statistical community
The statistical community in this research is the
customers of post bank of Iran who have received
facilities from the branches of this bank and it has
been still pending until the end of year 2013.
Statistical data of this research has extracted as time
series from period of year 2008 till 2013 from the
total paid facilities of post bank of Iran. According to
report from software of bank, the number of
facilities with mentioned profile is 224042 which is
identified as statistical community of the research.
In order to analyze data, the Matlab, Eviews, and
Excel software have been used.

,,-

With replacing equation (3) into equation (1), we
can find out equation (5) which estimates the
current value of expected loan:
3, = 
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4. Estimation of model

Now we can estimate the current value of loans of
bank with using of equation (1) to (5). On the other
hand, sum of squared errors expresses as below:
> ?
889: = ∑@
(6)
 .V<,= − V<,= 2
Because, there is natural limitations for
coefficients (β،α andγ) between zero and one,
therefore,
these
coefficients
will estimate
simultaneously. Therefore, equation 6 is mentioned
as equation 7 for least sum of squared errors under
the limited condition for estimation of unknown
coefficients:
arg min
α
B , β3 , γE

The rate
without risk
10 /49
16
20
0
8/53
0/41
1/22
10 /99
0/00

?

4.1. Statistical description
The statistical description of research variables is
as Table 3.
Table 2: Used statistical community in this research
Numbers of
Name of sector
Row
facilities
3931
Industry and Mine
1
185648
Business and services
2
4990
Building
3
29472
Water and Agriculture
4
224042
Total of bank

Table 3: Statistical description in industry and mine sector (million Rials)
The number of
Outstanding
Received amount
Total
Statistic
average installment
receivable
of facilities
facilities
17/74
720/55
9273/43
9995 /56
Mean
24
0
328
470
Median
48
2984
41025
88800/36
Maximum
0
0
0
0
Minimum
15/48
16/02
25 /30
17/14
Std.Dev
0/05
0 /98
1 /21
2 /75
Skewness
1/70
2 /29
2 /95
12/62
Kurtosis
4/85
12/39
3 /22
353/13
Jarque-Bera
0/09
0 /00
0 /21
0 /00
Probability
Source: the calculation of research

According to estimated parameters we can
understand that the rate of receiving assts of sector
which borrower defaults in time t on average is
0/812 for all sectors. The possibility of installment
repayment will calculate
with using
of
&, *parameters. Whatever these two parameters are
close to zero, the possibility of repayment will
increase.

4.2. The study of normality of model variables of
this research
In continue, it has been dealt with the study of
normality of research variable.
4.3. The estimation of model variables of
research (optimization of objective subordinate)
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Table 4: The study of normality in industry and mine
sector
JarqueProbability
Variable
Sector
Bera
Proceeds of the
0.111
4.397
private facilities
Private
0.165
3.456
outstanding
Industry
receivable
and mine
The number of
0.201
4.335
average
installment
0.126
4.995
Rate without risk

Table 7: The study of normality in business and
services sector
JarqueProbability
Variable
Sector
Bera
Proceeds of the
0.228
2.961
private facilities
Private
0.2156
3.093
outstanding
Business
receivable
and
The number of
services
0.277
2.187
average
installment
Rate without
0.203
3.345
risk

Table 5: The study of normality in building sector
JarqueProbability
Variable
Sector
Bera
Proceeds of the
0.228
2.959
private facilities
Private
0.218
2.335
outstanding
receivable
Building
The number of
0.184
3.099
average
installment
Rate without
0.209
2.167
risk

The βparameter has most effect on the possibility
of repayment. According to the issue that the amount
of this parameter in building sector is less than the
other sectors, therefore, the possibility of loan
repayment in this sector is more than the other
sectors. Also, the amount of βin business and
services sector is more than the other sectors.
Therefore, the possibility of loan repayment in this
sector is less than others.
In below diagrams, the amount of errors or SSR in
different repetitions of genetic algorithm has been
seen, the vertical axis shows the amount of SSR in
each repetition and the horizontal axis also show the
number of repetition, the primary amount of
parameters determines as accidental way at first and
then these amounts will correct by using of
algorithm. In diagram in below, the amount of error
in first repetition is 5000 and then with increasing in
repetition the error will decrease.
In Fig. 1, the amount of error in first repetition is
5000 and then with increasing in repetition the error
will decrease. These results show that with regard to
decrease in amount of errors in high repetition, the
estimation parameters have high concentration and
they have high significant ability.

Table 6: The study of normality in water and
agriculture sector
JarqueProbability
Variable
Sector
Bera
Proceeds of
0.228
2.961
the private
facilities
Private
0.197
3.999
outstanding
Water and
receivable
Agriculture
The number of
0.231
3.167
average
installment
Rate without
0.234
3.438
risk

SSR
(sum of squared
errors)
549/21
+6e 6/20
+4e 8/6
+9e 3/4
+5e 4/01

Table 8: The estimated coefficient with using of genetic algorithm
γ
β
α
(the rate of
Economic sector
(the reaction of risk to time)
(natural risk)
resumption)
0 /803
0/016
0 /024
Industry and Mine
0 /892
0/001
0 /009
Building
Water and
0 /836
0/010
0 /019
Agriculture
Business and
0 /763
0/020
0 /035
services
All Portfoy of
0 /812
0/015
0 /021
bank
Source: Th e calculation of research

In Fig. 2, the amount of error in first repetition is
1500 and then with increasing in repetition the error
will decrease. The amount of error in third repetition
reaches to 1000 and in next level, this swing has
continued and always its amount has reduced until it
has passed a constant trend.
In Fig. 3, the amount of total square error in
water and agriculture sector in first repetition is
3000 and then with increasing in repetition the error

will decrease. The amount of error in first repetition
sectors has more swings and gradually this amount
of swing reduces and it carries this decreasing trend
until it reaches to constant trend.
In Fig. 4, the amount of errors in first repetition is
and then with increase in repetition the error will
decrease. Business and services sector has had more
swing error on repetition level to compare with
other sectors and last repetitions has decrease trend
15
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and then it reaches to constant trend. In the table in
below, default of granted facilities in each economic
sectors and Portfoy of facilities has gained.
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Fig. 1: total square error in industry and mine sector (Source: the calculation of research)
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Fig. 2: Total square error in building sector
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Fig. 4: Total square error in business and services sector

It is observed from comparing the obtained
results between granted facilities that with
increasing the credit risk and reaction of risk to time
which is caused the increase in possibility of default
facilities, the rate of receiving granted facilities is
increased and with regard to the rate of calculated
received in different observed economic sectors in
Portfoy of granted facilities of bank, risk was related

to business and services and industry and mine and
also water and agriculture and building has partly
low risk.
5. Conclusion and Recommendation
According to the results of estimated coefficients
with using of genetic algorithm and errors diagrams
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in different granted facilities sectors which has
descending trend, first of all we can say that
calculated credit risk granted facilities of bank is able
to calculate in different economic sectors and with
regard to different coefficient of Beta, we can say
calculated credit risk granted facilitiesof bank are
different in different economic sectors and the
amount of risk in different sectors are in order of
highest to lowest, including business and services
sector, industry and mine, water and agriculture, and
building.
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According to the results of research and
measurement credit risk in post bank of Iran in
different sectors, political suggestions are offer in
below:
1-According to the results of estimated coefficients
with using of genetic algorithm, we can say that
credit risk is possible to calculate in different
sectors and in order to reduce the banking risk,
banks and different branches step for calculating
credit risk.
2-According to the result of estimated coefficients
with using of genetic algorithm that showed credit
risk in different sectors in order of low to high
sectors building, water and agriculture, industry
and mine, and business and services, we can
suggest that with considering the savings and
interest of the bank, we deal with in tem of
increasing incomes, granted facilities in order in
sectors building, water and agriculture, industry
and mine and business and services.
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